
TO-DO-LIST: 04.05.2020 – 09.05.2020 

GRAMMAR: if-clauses 
     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If- clauses: Put the verb into the correct form! 

1) If ................................. a wallet in the street, what would you do with it? (you / find) 

2) I must hurry. My friend will be annoyed if ................................ on time. (I / not / be)  

3) I didn’t realise that Gary was in hospital. If ..................................... he was in hospital, I  

     would have gone to visit him. (I / know) 

4) If the phone ................................, can you answer it? (ring) 

5) I can’t decide what to do. What would you do if ............................................... in my  

     position? (you / be)  

6) A: What shall we do tomorrow?  

     B: Well, if ................................................. a nice day, we can go to the beach. (it / be)  

7) A: Let’s go to the beach.  

     B: No, it’s too cold. If .............................................. warmer, I wouldn’t mind going. (it / be) 

8) A: Did you go to the beach yesterday?  

     B: No, it was too cold. If ............................................ warmer, we might have gone. (it / be) 

9) If .............................................. enough money to go anywhere in the world, where would  

     you go? (you / have)  

10) I’m glad we had a map. We would have got lost if ......................................... one. (we / not / have)  

11) The accident was your fault. If ................................................ more carefully, it wouldn’t have  

        happened. (you / drive)  

12) A: Why do you read newspapers?  

       B: Well, if .................................................................... newspapers, I wouldn’t know what was  

            happening in the world. ( I / not / read)  



GRAMMAR: Prepositions / Adjectives and adverbs  



READING   
Work with the text “To prevent next coronavirus, stop the wildlife trade, conservationists say”  
 
Pre-reading: Answer these questions (→ write full sentences)  
1. What is the difference between a pandemic and an epidemic? State briefly how they 

differ.  

2. The corona outbreak is the latest pandemic to strike the world. Describe how 
globalization influences the spread of diseases worldwide.  

3. As a reaction to the spread of coronavirus, governments have shut down public life and 
introduced restrictions that affect businesses and the economy. Make a list of measures 
and areas concerned. Which measures have affected you most and why? And which 
measures do you think are most effective? Give reasons.  

 

Reading Comprehension: 
Read the text “To prevent next coronavirus, stop the wildlife trade, conservationists say” and 

answer the following questions! 

a)  Summarize the view of conservationists on the spread of coronaviruses.  
b)  Explain why pangolins cause such big problems.  

c)  What is Dr. Alonso Aguirre's main criticism? 

d)  Outline why live animal trade creates an ideal situation for new viruses to emerge. 

 
Are the following statements true (T), false (F), or not mentioned in the text (N)? Mark 
(✓) the correct box. 
 
Statement T F N 

a) Coronaviruses are more dangerous to humans than to animals.    

b) Future pandemics that begin with animals might be prevented by banning 
all wildlife trade.    

c) As a reaction to the latest corona outbreak, China has permanently 
banned all trade in wild animals.    

d) Chinese people are critical of wildlife trade and the risk it poses for the 
population.    

e) Conservationists are relieved about the current ban on wildlife trade 
because it can help to stop the current pandemic.    

f) The destruction of the environment favors the outbreak of epidemics.    

 
Vocabulary 
In the following sentences, fill in the gaps with a word from the vocabulary list given below 
the article. Be careful because sometimes you will need to change the form of the word. 
1. Illegal animal ______________________ is a huge problem in China and creates a 

worldwide health ______________________.  

2.   China has ______________________ a temporary ban on animal trade. 

3.   Both palm civets and camels have been the ______________ of coronavirus epidemics. 



4. Animal traders ______________________ cage upon cage on Asian markets, which 

______________________ the spread of diseases. 

5. Unfortunately, the rest of the world doesn't have much influence on China's 

______________________ policy. 

6. When a disease has been ______________________ from animals to humans, there's 

always the danger of a pandemic. 

7.    In China, the trade and ______________________ of wild animals is still very common. 

8. There would be less danger if animals were not ______________________ at meat 

markets but before they get there. 
 

LISTENING 
Go to the website www.matura.gv.at  / SRDP / Lebende Fremdsprachen / Frühere 
Prüfungsaufgaben / Englisch / Hören / Nebentermin 2 AHS...  - 10.01.2020 
Do the four listening tasks and check your results! 
 

READING - Make your Way 7, p. 152/153, Ex. 1 
Read about advertising techniques and match the titles with the definitions 

 

WRITING - How do you feel about advertising?  
Answer in short paragraphs! (write full sentences)    
a. Where or when are you exposed to advertising frequently?   
b. Have you ever bought an item because you saw it in an ad?  
c. Which advertisements do you like best?  
d. What ads are most likely to make you buy a product?  
e. Do you like commercials on TV?  
f. Do you think that advertising is dangerous?  
  
 WRITING - Report                          
Your English language assistant wants to do a project on advertising with two seventh-grade 
classes at your school. He has suggested a number of projects and wants to know which 
ones the classes are interested in. You have been asked to write a report based on a survey 
you have done among the students of the two classes and to outline your ideas on the 
project 
 Advertising project students of classes 7a and 7b are interested in                                                

                                        print advertising 

                                       TV commercials 

                          mobile phone advertising 
 

              advertising today and in the past 
 
 

In your report you should: 
• present the results of your survey 
• give reasons for the results 
• outline your ideas for the project 

  Write around 300 words. Divide your report into sections and give them headings. 

http://www.matura.gv.at/


  Information on how to write a report:  

 
  


